
 Bay Class

Communication, Language and Literacy Food Technology 

This term the class will be reading the texts "The Birthday 

Surprise" and "Batty About Bats" to support their learning in 

literacy as well as using The Read Write Inc phonics scheme 

to develop their reading and writing. We will be focussing on 

our Set 1 sounds and using these to write and read simple 

CVC words. 

Pupils will develop their cullinary skills cooking a variety of 

accessible recipies that are healthy and nourishing whilst 

learning how to keep themselves safe and hygenic in the 

kitchen.

Mathematics PE Music

During the autumn term the class will focus on looking at the 

areas of number and place value, addition and subtraction, as 

well as learning about 2D and  3D shapes in geometry.

In PE the pupils will develop their fundamental motor 

skills. This half term the main skills we are looking to 

improve are moving in different ways and catching by 

using different objects such as bean bags.

The first section of music this term involves the use of 

precussion in groups to make collaborative songs. After this 

the class goes down memory lane to investigate some of the 

biggest pop songs of the decades.

Sense of Self RSHE Art

By learning to use the Zones of Regulation pupils further 

understand their own feelings and those of others as well as 

working on how to express themselves in My Voice.

The pupils will develop skills centred around working 

collaboratively in a group in Let's Get Together, followed by 

learning how to keep themselves safe on the public highways 

in Road Safety.

Local Nature is the focus for the first term with lots of creative 

challenges including Leaf printing, Repeating patterns, Flower 

pressing, Natural dyes, Pebble art, Tree bark rubbings, Colour 

mixing and Sponge printing. Design and Technology projects 

for this term focus on nature and winter weaving. 

Self help and independence RSE / Cultural Studies Outdoor Learning
Personal hygeine is the focus for the first term as pupils learn 

how to keep themselves clean and healthy by developing 

good washing and cleanliness routines as well as personal 

privacy.

Pupils will begin to learn about their own bodies and the 

changes and feelings that they go through as they mature in 

the learning modles My Body 1 and 2.

It's all about the seasons changing as the class looks at how 

the enviroment around the school and the wider area is 

preparing for the onset of Winter in the run up to the 

Christmas festivities.

Bay class currently has 11 pupils from Y7-11 and is 

part of the Dragonfly phase. The teacher is Miss 

Davis and the class is supported by 3 TAs. Teaching is 

based each term around a ‘theme’ to engage the 

pupils. The pupils follow a bespoke curriculum which 

is tailored to meet the child’s individual needs.


